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Signaling Incentive and Drive in the Primate Ventral
Pallidum for Motivational Control of Goal-Directed Action
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and X Takafumi Minamimoto
Department of Functional Brain Imaging, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and
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Processing incentive and drive is essential for control of goal-directed behavior. The limbic part of the basal ganglia has been emphasized
in these processes, yet the exact neuronal mechanism has remained elusive. In this study, we examined the neuronal activity of the ventral
pallidum (VP) and its upstream area, the rostromedial caudate (rmCD), while two male macaque monkeys performed an instrumental
lever release task in which a visual cue indicated the forthcoming reward size. We found that the activity of some neurons in VP and rmCD
reflected the expected reward size transiently following the cue. Reward size coding appeared earlier and stronger in VP than in rmCD. We
also found that the activity in these areas was modulated by the satiation level of monkeys, which also occurred more frequently in VP
than in rmCD. The information regarding reward size and satiation level was independently signaled in the neuronal populations of these
areas. The data thus highlighted the neuronal coding of key variables for goal-directed behavior in VP. Furthermore, pharmacological
inactivation of VP induced more severe deficit of goal-directed behavior than inactivation of rmCD, which was indicated by abnormal
error repetition and diminished satiation effect on the performance. These results suggest that VP encodes incentive value and internal
drive and plays a pivotal role in the control of motivation to promote goal-directed behavior.
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Introduction
Motivational control over the purposeful action, or goal-directed
behavior, is essential for gaining reward from an environment

through knowledge about the association between action and its
consequences (Dickinson, 1985; Dickinson and Balleine, 1994).
Impairment of motivational control of goal-directed behavior
promotes autonomic (habitual) control of actions and this is
evident in addictive disorders (Everitt and Robbins, 2005; Ersche
et al., 2016). Goal-directed behavior is regulated by two factors:
the incentive value of the goal (reward) and the internal drive
(physiological state) of an agent (Berridge, 2004; Zhang et al.,
2009). Accordingly, motivational processes are governed by the
signals related to these two factors (i.e., motivational value), al-
though their neural mechanism has remained largely unknown.

The ventral pallidum (VP), an output nucleus of ventral basal
ganglia, is posited in the heart of the limbic system (Haber et al.,
1985; Groenewegen et al., 1993; Ray and Price, 1993; Mai and
Paxinos, 2011) and has been strongly implicated in reward pro-
cessing (Smith et al., 2009; Castro et al., 2015; Root et al., 2015).
Neuronal activity in VP has been shown to reflect the incentive
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Significance Statement

The limbic part of the basal ganglia has been implicated in the motivational control of goal-directed action. Here, we investigated
how the ventral pallidum (VP) and the rostromedial caudate (rmCD) encode incentive value and internal drive and control
goal-directed behavior. Neuronal recording and subsequent pharmacological inactivation revealed that VP had stronger coding of
reward size and satiation level than rmCD. Reward size and satiation level were independently encoded in the neuronal population
of these areas. Furthermore, VP inactivation impaired goal-directed behavior more severely than rmCD inactivation. These results
highlight the central role of VP in the motivational control of goal-directed action.
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value of reward cue in rodents (Tindell et al., 2004; Ahrens et al.,
2016) and monkeys (Tachibana and Hikosaka, 2012; Saga et al.,
2017). Pharmacological manipulation of VP disrupted normal
reward-based behavior in monkeys (Tachibana and Hikosaka,
2012; Saga et al., 2017). Dysregulation of its neuronal activity
induces addiction-like behavior in mice (Mahler et al., 2014;
Faget et al., 2018). Collectively, these results suggest a significant
contribution of VP to goal-directed behavior.

Other studies have also focused on the rostromedial part of
the caudate nucleus (rmCD), one of the upstream structures of
VP (Haber et al., 1990), as making a significant contribution to
goal-directed behavior. The rmCD receives projections from the
lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) (Haber and Knutson, 2010;
Averbeck et al., 2014) and attenuation of OFC-striatal activity
promotes habitual control of action over the goal-directed action
in rodents (Yin et al., 2005; Gremel and Costa, 2013; Gremel et al.,
2016). In monkeys, neuronal activity in the middle caudate in-
cluding the rmCD reflected reward size (Nakamura et al., 2012)
and silencing of rmCD neurons induced a loss of reward size
sensitivity and disrupted goal-directed performance (Nagai et al.,
2016).

Considering the direct anatomical connection from rmCD to
VP, although they may interplay and contribute to a goal-
directed control of action, the exact mechanism still remains un-
clear. One possible mechanism is that rmCD relays the signal
derived from the OFC, which reflects the incentive value and
internal drive (Rolls, 2006) and is further strengthened through
the convergence projection to the VP (Haber and Knutson, 2010;
Averbeck et al., 2014). Other mechanisms are also conceivable,
for example, that incentive value and internal drive are processed
outside of the striatum, such as in the amygdala and hypothala-
mus (Burton et al., 1976; Paton et al., 2006), which project to VP
to compute motivational value through its downstream struc-
tures. Therefore, to clarify the neural mechanism of motivational
control of action, a comparison of the neuronal coding of VP and
rmCD in terms of incentive and drive is essential.

In this study, we analyzed the single-unit activities of these two
areas while macaque monkeys performed an instrumental lever

release task in which a visual cue indicated the forthcoming re-
ward size (Minamimoto et al., 2009). Because this task design
permits us to infer the impact of incentive value (i.e., reward size)
and internal drive (i.e., satiation level of monkeys) on perfor-
mance, we assessed the neuronal correlate of the two factors and
compared neuronal coding between the two areas. With a
population-level comparison, we found that the coding of reward
size and satiation level in VP was greater than that in rmCD.
Pharmacological inactivation of VP further examined the causal
contribution of the neuronal activity to goal-directed action. Our
results suggest a central role of VP in motivational control of
goal-directed behavior and may have implications for the neural
mechanism of addictive disorders.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Four male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, 5.7–7.2 kg) were
used in this study. Two were used for neuronal recording (monkeys TA
and AP) and the other two for local inactivation experiments (monkeys
RI and BI). Monkey RI was also used in the previous rmCD inactivation
study (Nagai et al., 2016). All surgical and experimental procedures were
approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Insti-
tutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and Technology and were in
accordance with the guidelines published in the National Institutes of
Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Behavioral task. The monkeys squatted on a primate chair inside a
dark, sound-attenuated, and electrically shielded room. A touch-
sensitive lever was mounted on the chair. Visual stimuli were displayed
on a computer video monitor in front of the animal. Behavioral control
and data acquisition were performed using a real-time experimentation
system (REX) (Hays et al., 1982). Presentation software was used to
display visual stimuli (Neurobehavioral Systems).

All four monkeys were trained to perform the reward size task (Mi-
namimoto et al., 2009) (Fig. 1a). In each of the trials, the monkey had the
same requirement of obtaining 1 of 4 sizes of liquid rewards (1, 2, 4, or 8
drops, 1 drop � �0.1 ml). A trial began when a monkey gripped a lever.
A visual cue and a red spot appeared sequentially, with a 0.4 s interval, at
the center of the monitor. After a variable interval (0.5–1.5 s), the central
spot turned to green (“go” signal) and the monkey had to release the lever
within the reaction time (RT) window (0.2–1.0 s). If the monkey released
the lever correctly, then the spot turned blue (0.2– 0.4 s) and then a
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Figure 1. Reward size task and behavioral performance. a, Sequence of a trial. b, Cue stimuli. Either the stripe set (left column) or image set (right column) was used to inform the reward size
(1, 2, 4, or 8 drops of liquid). c, Error rate (mean � SEM) as a function of reward size for monkeys TA and AP. d, Mean error rate as a function of normalized cumulative reward for the two monkeys.
Each color indicates reward size. Curves were best fit of Equations 1 and 2 with c � 2.1, � � 1.9 for monkey TA and c � 4.7, � � 2.5 for monkey AP.
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reward was delivered. The next trial began following an intertrial interval
(ITI, 1.5 s). When trials were performed incorrectly, they were termi-
nated immediately (all visual stimuli disappeared) and the next trial
began with the same reward condition following the ITI. There were two
types of errors: premature lever releases (lever releases before or no later
than 0.2 s after the appearance of the go signal, named “early errors”) and
failures to release the lever within 1.0 s after the appearance of the go
signal (named “late errors”).

The size of the reward was chosen randomly and was indicated by
visual cues at the beginning of each trial. Two sets of cues were used: a
stripe set (for monkeys TA, RI, and BI) and an image set (for monkey AP)
(Fig. 1b). The monkeys used for electrophysiology (monkeys TA and AP)
were trained with different cue sets so that we could interpret the reward-
related neuronal signal regardless of the visual features of the cue stimuli.

Before the experiment with the reward size task, all monkeys had been
trained to perform color discrimination trials in a cued multi-trial re-
ward schedule task for �3 months.

Surgery. After behavioral training, a surgical procedure was performed
to implant 1 or 2 recording chambers and a head fixation device under
general isoflurane anesthesia (1–2%). The angles of the chamber(s) were
vertical (monkeys TA, AP, and BI) or 20° tilted from the vertical line
(monkey RI) in the coronal plane. Before surgery, overlay magnetic res-
onance (MR) and x-ray computed tomography (CT) images were cre-
ated using PMOD image analysis software (PMOD Technologies) to
estimate the stereotaxic coordinates of the target brain structures. MR
images at 7 T (Bruker) and CT images (3D Accuitomo170; J. Morita)
were obtained under anesthesia (propofol 0.2– 0.6 mg/kg/min, i.v.).

Neuronal recordings. Single-unit activity was recorded from monkeys
TA and AP while they performed the reward size task. We analyzed all
successfully isolated activities and held at least 10 trials for each reward
condition. Action potentials of single neurons were recorded from VP
and rmCD using a glass-coated 1.0 M� tungsten microelectrode (Alpha
Omega Engineering). A guide tube was inserted through the grid hole in
the implanted recording chamber into the brain and the electrodes were
advanced through the guide tube by means of a micromanipulator (MO-
97A; Narishige). Spike sorting to isolate single neuron discharges was
performed with a time-window algorithm (TDT-RZ2; Tucker Davis
Technologies). The timing of action potentials was recorded together
with all task events at millisecond precision.

For the VP recordings, we targeted the region just below the anterior
commissure in the �0 –1 mm coronal plane (Fig. 2a). VP neuron was
characterized by high spontaneous firing rate with phasic discharge to the

task events (Tachibana and Hikosaka, 2012). For the rmCD recordings,
we targeted the area within 2– 4 mm laterally and 2–7 mm ventrally from
the medial and upper edge of the caudate nucleus in the �4 –5 mm
coronal plane (Fig. 2b). The rmCD neurons were classified into three
subtypes based on the electrophysiological criteria (Aosaki et al., 1995;
Yamada et al., 2016). The presumed medium-spiny projection neurons
(phasically active neurons, PANs) were characterized by low spontane-
ous firing and phasic discharge to the task events, whereas the presumed
cholinergic interneurons (tonically active neurons, TANs) were charac-
terized by broad spike width (valley-to-peak width) and tonic firing
around 3.0 – 8.0 Hz. The presumed parvalbumin-containing GABAergic
interneurons (fast-spiking neurons, FSNs) were characterized by narrow
spike width and relatively higher spontaneous firing than other types of
caudate neurons. A spike-width analysis was performed using the Off-
line sorter (Plexon).

To reconstruct the recording location, electrodes were visualized using
CT scans after each recording session and the positions of the tip were
mapped onto the MR image using PMOD.

Muscimol microinjection. To achieve neuronal silencing, the GABAA

agonist muscimol (Sigma-Aldrich) was injected bilaterally into VP
(monkeys RI and BI) using the same procedures as reported previously
(Nagai et al., 2016). We used two stainless steel injection cannulae in-
serted into the caudate (outer diameter 300 �m; Muromachi-Kikai), one
in each hemisphere. Each cannula was connected to a 10 �l microsyringe
(#7105KH; Hamilton) via polyethylene tubing. These cannulae were ad-
vanced through the guide tube by means of an oil-drive micromanipu-
lator. Muscimol (3 �g/1 �l saline) was injected at a rate of 0.2 �l/min by
auto-injector (Legato210; KD Scientific) for a total volume of 2 �l in each
side. The behavioral session (100 min) was started soon after the injec-
tion was finished. We performed at most one inactivation study per
week. For a control, we performed sham experiments at other times at
which the time course and mechanical settings were set identical to the
muscimol session. At the end of each session, a CT image was obtained to
visualize the injection cannulae in relation to the chambers and skull. The
CT image was overlaid on an MR image by using PMOD to assist in
identifying the injection sites.

Experimental design and statistical analysis. All statistical analyses were
performed with the R statistical package. For the behavioral analysis, the
data obtained from the two monkeys were analyzed. The dependent
variables of interest were the error rate, RT, and lever grip time. The error
rate was calculated by dividing the total number of errors (early and later
errors) by the total number of trials. RT was defined as the duration from
a “go” signal to the time point of lever release in a correct trial. Average
error rate and RT were computed for each reward condition. The lever
grip time was defined as the duration from the end of ITI to the time
when the monkey gripped the lever to initiate a trial (i.e., the latency to
start a trial). Error rate and RT were analyzed using two-way repeated-
measures ANOVAs with reward size (1, 2, 4, or 8 drops) and satiation
level (proportion of cumulative reward in a session: 0.125, 0.375, 0.625,
or 0.875) as within-subjects factors. The lever grip time was analyzed
using one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with satiation level (cumu-
lative reward: 0.125, 0.375, 0.625, or 0.875) as a within-subjects factor.
The proportional behavioral data were transformed using the variance
stabilizing arcsine transformation before hypothesis testing (Zar, 2010).
The error rate was also analyzed by a model fitting as described previously
(Minamimoto et al., 2009, 2012). To assess the effects of reward size and
satiation level on the error rate, the following model was used:

E � c/�R � f�Rcum		 (1)

where E and R denote error rate and reward size, respectively, c is a
monkey-specific parameter that represents reward size sensitivity, and
f(Rcum) denotes the reward discounting function, which was modeled as
follows:

f�Rcum	 � e
��Rcum (2)

where Rcum is a normalized cumulative reward in a session (0 –1) and � is
a monkey-specific parameter that represents the steepness of reward
discounting.
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Figure 2. Recording sites in VP and rmCD. a, b, Recording sites of VP and rmCD, respectively.
Left, CT/MR fusion image showing the position of an electrode. Right, Schematic diagrams
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For neuronal data analysis, three task periods (cue period: 100 –700 ms
after cue on, prerelease period: 0 –300 ms before lever release, and reward
period: 0 –300 ms after reward delivery) and the baseline period (ITI:
0 –500 ms before cue on) were defined. A neuron was classified as a
reward size coding neuron when the firing rate during the task period was
significantly modulated by reward size (main effect of reward size p �
0.05, one-way ANOVA) and linearly reflected reward size ( p � 0.05,
linear regression analysis). Neurons that showed positive or negative
correlation were classified as positive or negative reward size coding neu-
rons, respectively. We also performed a nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis
test to detect reward size coding neurons ( p � 0.05). The results based on
the nonparametric analyses were not included if they confirmed the re-
sults from parametric analyses.

To quantify the time course of reward size coding, the effect size (R 2)
in a linear regression analysis with reward size was calculated for every
100 ms window shift in 10 ms steps. Coding latency was defined as the
duration between the cue onset and the time at which the first of three
following consecutive 100 ms test intervals showed a significant reward
size effect ( p � 0.05). Peak effect size was defined as the maximum effect
size of individual neurons. Average coding latency and peak effect size
were compared between VP and rmCD by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

The effect of reward size and satiation level on firing rate during the
task periods was also assessed by the following multiple linear regression
model:

Y � �1 � R � �2 � S � � (3)

where Y is the firing rate, R is the reward size, S is the satiation level, �1

and �2 are the regression coefficients, and � is a constant. Satiation level
was inferred using Equation 2 with the individual parameter � derived
from behavioral analysis. Neurons were classified into reward size and
satiation level coding neurons if they had a significant correlation coef-
ficient ( p � 0.05) with each variable. Neurons were classified as motiva-
tional value coding neurons if they had a significant positive reward size
coefficient and negative satiation level coefficient or vice versa. The pro-
portion of each type of neuron in the neuronal population (VP and
rmCD) was calculated for each of the task periods and compared between
VP and rmCD using Wilcoxon rank-sum test with a threshold of statis-
tical significance set by Bonferroni correction (	 � 0.05/4). The propor-
tion of motivational value coding neurons was further compared with
that of pseudo-motivational value coding neurons, which were calcu-
lated by multiplying the proportion of neurons that coded satiation level
and reward size orthogonally; this calculated the dual coding of two items
of information by chance (i.e., joint probability).

For behavioral analysis of muscimol microinjection effects, the data
obtained from two monkeys (monkeys RI and BI) were used for VP
inactivation, whereas the data obtained from two monkeys (monkeys RI
and RO) for rmCD inactivation (Nagai et al., 2016) were used for com-
parison. The dependent variables of interest were the change of error rate
and early error rate from the control session. The early error rate was
calculated by dividing the number of early error trials by that of total
error trials (i.e., the sum of early and late error trials). RT and lever grip
time in the first and latter halves of sessions were also compared to assess
the effects of satiation in control and muscimol sessions. Because VP
inactivation induced similar effects in the two monkeys (monkeys BI and
RI) regarding the elevation of error rate, the data were pooled across
monkeys and compared with rmCD inactivation by Wilcoxon rank-sum
test.

Results
Behavioral performance reflected reward size and
satiation level
Two monkeys (TA and AP) learned to perform the reward size
task, in which unique visual cues provided information of the
upcoming reward size (1, 2, 4, or 8 drops of liquid; Fig. 1a,b). For
both monkeys, error rate reflected reward size such that the mon-
keys made more error responses (premature release or too late
release of the lever) when small rewards were assigned (Fig. 1c).
Error rate also reflected the satiation level such that the error rate

increased according to reward accumulation (Fig. 1d). Two-way
repeated-measures ANOVAs (reward size: 1, 2, 4, or 8 drops �
cumulative reward: 0.125, 0.375, 0.625, or 0.875) confirmed the
significant effects of reward prediction and satiation on the be-
havioral performance (main effects of reward size and cumula-
tive reward and their interaction, p � 0.01, F � 11). As reported
previously, the error rates were explained by a model in which the
expected reward size was multiplied by an exponential decay
function according to reward accumulation (Minamimoto et al.,
2009, 2012) (Fig. 1d; see Materials and Methods). The error rates
were not influenced by reward history (p � 0.96, F(1,2872) � 0.0,
main effect of preceding reward size, three-way repeated-
measures ANOVAs), probably because reward size was randomly
chosen and was independent from the previous trial.

The RT also changed in association with reward size and sati-
ation level such that the monkeys had a slower reaction for a
smaller reward and when they had accumulated large amounts of
rewards. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed signifi-
cant main effects of reward size and cumulative reward, and their
interaction on RT (all p � 0.01, F � 3.5). The lever grip time also
changed according to the satiation level such that the monkey
tended to slowly grip the lever to initiate a trial in the later stage of
a session. One-way repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed signif-
icant main effect of cumulative reward (p � 0.01, F(1,178) � 102).

Together, these results suggest that the monkeys adjusted their
motivation of the action based on the incentive value (i.e., ex-
pected reward size) and the internal drive (i.e., current satiation
level).

Task-related activity of VP and rmCD neurons
While monkeys TA and AP performed the reward size task, we
recorded the activity of 102 neurons (50 from TA and 52 from
AP) in VP (Fig. 2a) and 106 neurons (68 from TA and 38 from
AP) in rmCD (Fig. 2b). rmCD neurons were further classified
into PANs (n � 56), TANs (n � 44), and FSNs (n � 6), based on
criteria that were established in earlier studies (Aosaki et al., 1995;
Yamada et al., 2016) (see Materials and Methods). The baseline
firing rate (0 –500 ms before cue, mean � SEM) was high in VP
(34.8 � 1.8 spk/s) and low in rmCD (PANs 3.6 � 0.4 spk/s, TANs
7.3 � 0.4 spk/s, FSNs 14.3 � 1.6 spk/s). In both areas, a majority
of neurons showed excitatory response to the cue (VP: 44 excit-
atory and 16 inhibitory, rmCD: 39 excitatory and 17 inhibitory).
Because the characteristics of neuronal activity among the three
subtypes in rmCD were not significantly different in terms of
value coding (i.e., reward size and satiation level coding) (p �
0.53, two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test), we decided to treat
them as a single population for the subsequent analyses. We also
report the results from PANs to ensure that the same conclusions
would be reached.

Neuronal activity in VP and rmCD reflected reward size
We first examined how the incentive value is represented in VP
and rmCD neurons. Figure 3, a–d, illustrates four examples of
neuronal activity showing reward size modulation during the cue
period. The first VP neuron example increased its activity after
the largest reward (8 drops) cue, but decreased after smaller (1, 2,
or 4 drops) ones (Fig. 3a). The firing rate was positively correlated
with the reward size (p � 0.01, r � 0.49, linear regression analy-
sis; Fig. 3a, right), so this neuron exhibited positive reward size
coding in this period. In another VP neuron example, the firing
rate during the cue period became lower as a larger reward was
expected (p � 0.01, r � 
0.52, linear regression analysis), so this
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neuron exhibited negative reward size coding (Fig. 3b). Similarly,
we found that some rmCD neurons linearly encoded reward size
during the cue period (Fig. 3c,d).

VP had stronger reward size coding than rmCD
We found many neurons that modulated their activity in at least
one task period by the forthcoming reward size in both areas (VP:
71/102, rmCD: 51/106, p � 0.05, one-way ANOVA). Of these
populations, most neurons linearly reflected reward size, as we
observed in Figure 3 (VP: 68/71, rmCD: 46/51, p � 0.05, linear
regression analysis). The proportion of reward size coding neu-
rons in VP was significantly larger than that in rmCD (p � 0.01,

 2 � 10, 
 2 test). In rmCD, a large part of reward size coding was
observed in PANs (31/46). Reward size coding was mainly ob-
served during the cue period in both areas (VP 63/68, rmCD
40/46). As for population activity, both VP and rmCD clearly
showed both types of linear reward size coding during the cue

period (Fig. 3e–h). During release or reward periods, however,
linear reward size coding was less clear.

To quantify reward size coding, we computed the effect size
(R 2) of activity in the sliding window (100 ms bin, 10 ms step) for
each of the recorded neurons (Fig. 4a,b). Figure 4, c and d, shows
the average effect size of positive coding neurons (top) and
negative coding neurons (bottom) in VP and rmCD, respec-
tively. In both areas, the effect size rapidly and transiently
increased after cue presentation for both positive and negative
coding neurons (Fig. 4c,d). The peak effect size of VP neurons
(0.23 � 0.016, median � SEM) was significantly larger than
that of rmCD neurons (0.14 � 0.018) ( p � 0.01, df � 101,
rank-sum test) and that of PANs (0.14 � 0.027, n � 26, p �
0.018, df � 87). Both VP and rmCD neurons exhibited reward
size modulation mainly after cue presentation and the former
showed stronger modulation in terms of the proportion of
neurons and effect size.
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Reward size coding emerged earlier in VP than in rmCD
We compared the time course of reward size coding after cue
in two populations: VP (n � 63) and rmCD (n � 40). The
latency of reward size coding of VP neurons was significantly
shorter than that of rmCD neurons (VP 115 � 17 ms, rmCD
225 � 20 ms, median � SEM; p � 0.01, df � 101, rank-sum
test). The result held when we subsampled VP neurons with
low baseline firing rate (� 25 spk/s, n � 32) and calculated the
coding latency (120 � 19 ms, p � 0.017, df � 70). Positive
coding occurred earlier in VP than in rmCD (VP 100 � 19 ms,
rmCD 250 � 27 ms, p � 0.01, df � 66; Fig. 5a,b), whereas the
difference did not reach significance for negative coding
(VP 150 � 37 ms, rmCD 200 � 29 ms, p � 0.48, df � 33;
Fig. 5c,d).

If rmCD is the primary source for providing reward informa-
tion to VP, then the projection neurons (i.e., PANs) in rmCD
would encode reward size earlier than VP neurons. However, the
latency of reward size coding of VP neurons was again shorter
than that of PANs (VP 115 � 17 ms, PANs 190 � 25 ms, p �
0.049, df � 87).

Encoding of satiation level in VP and rmCD
As shown above, the monkeys’ goal-directed behavior (i.e., error
rate) is affected by internal drive (i.e., satiation change) as well as
incentive value (Fig. 1d). We found that some neurons changed
their firing rate according to the satiation level. For instance, a VP
neuron decreased its activity after the cue with reward size (neg-
ative reward size coding), whereas the decrease became smaller
according to reward accumulation (Fig. 6a–c). This was not due
to changes in isolation during a recording session as confirmed by
unchanged spike waveforms (Fig. 6d). In an example of an rmCD
neuron, the firing rate in the cue period was positively related to
reward size and negatively related to reward accumulation (Fig.
6e–h).

To assess how satiation level and reward size were encoded in
VP and rmCD, we performed a multiple linear regression analysis
on the activity during each of four task periods (ITI, cue, prere-
lease, and reward). For this analysis, the satiation level was in-
ferred using the model with monkey-specific parameter � that
explained individual behavioral data (Fig. 1d, see Materials and
Methods). Figure 7a shows scatter plots of standardized regres-
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sion coefficient for satiation level and reward size for the activity
during the cue period of individual neurons in VP and rmCD.
The proportion of satiation level coding neurons during the cue
period was not significantly different between the two areas (p �
0.28, 
 2 � 1.2, 
 2 test). When we ran the same analysis for other
periods (Fig. 7b, left), this proportion was significantly larger in
VP than in rmCD (p � 0.05 with Bonferroni correction, rank-
sum test). In contrast, the proportion of reward size coding neu-
rons in VP was larger than that in rmCD for the cue period (p �
0.01, 
 2 � 11), but not for the other task periods (p � 0.05 with
Bonferroni correction) (Fig. 7b, center). A similar tendency was
found when we compared VP and PANs: the satiation level cod-
ing was more frequent in VP than in PANs during the ITI, prer-
elease, and reward periods (p � 0.05), whereas reward size
coding tended to be more frequent in VP than in PANs during the
cue period (p � 0.10, 
 2 � 2.7).

By definition, motivational value increases as expected re-
ward size increases and as satiation level decreases (Berridge,
2004; Zhang et al., 2009). Therefore, a motivational value cod-
ing neuron is defined as a neuron that showed positive reward
size coding and negative satiation level coding or vice versa
(Fig. 7a, light-yellow areas; see Fig. 6 for examples). We found
some motivational value coding neurons during the cue, pre-
release, and reward periods in both areas (Fig. 7b, right). How-
ever, the proportion was not significantly larger than that of
neurons by chance coding both satiation level and reward size
in the opposite direction (all p � 0.05, 
 2 test), suggesting
independent signaling of reward size and satiation level in VP
and rmCD.

In our paradigm, the satiation level monotonically changed
according to reward accumulation and time spent during a
session and thus both are highly correlated. To examine the pos-
sibility of time elapsed rather than reward accumulation account-

ing for satiation coding, we divided the neurons into “rapid-half“
and “slow-half” based on the reward accumulation speed of re-
cording session (drops/min) in which the neuron was recorded.
We found that the “rapid-half” group contained more satiation
level coding neurons (rapid: 24, slow: 16) and showed stronger
effect size (� value) on average (rapid: 0.20, slow: 0.17) in VP,
confirming a larger contribution of reward accumulation to neu-
ronal modulation.

Inactivation of VP disrupted goal-directed behavior
A previous study demonstrated that bilateral inactivation of
rmCD by local injection of the GABAA receptor agonist musci-
mol diminished reward size sensitivity (Nagai et al., 2016) as
indicated by an increase in the error rate of reward size task
especially in larger reward size trials (Fig. 8a), supporting that the
neuronal activity in rmCD is essential for controlling goal-
directed behavior based on the expected reward size.

To determine how VP contributes to the control of goal-
directed behavior, we injected muscimol into bilateral VP (3 �g/
�l, 2 �l/side) of two monkeys (monkeys BI and RI) and tested
them with reward size task. CT images visualizing the injection
cannulae confirmed the sites of muscimol injection; they were
located in the VP matching the recording sites (Fig. 8b; see Fig. 2a
for comparison). Bilateral VP inactivation significantly increased
the error rate regardless of reward size (main effect of treatment,
p � 0.01, F(1,17) � 449.7, repeated-measures ANOVAs; Fig. 8c).
The increase in error rate by VP inactivation was significantly
greater than that by rmCD inactivation (data pooled across mon-
keys, p � 0.01, df � 18, rank-sum test). VP inactivation did not
decrease, but rather increased, the total number of trials per-
formed (control 922 � 132 trials; VP inactivation 1464 � 153
trials; mean � SEM). VP inactivation did not change RT overall
(main effect of treatment, p � 0.15, F(1,17) � 2.2, repeated-
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measures ANOVAs). After VP inactivation, the monkeys fre-
quently released the lever before the go signal appeared or even
before red or cue came on and thereby increased the proportion
of early errors (p � 0.01, df � 16, rank-sum test; Fig. 8d, left) and
error repetition (p � 0.01, df � 16; Fig. 8d, right). The error
pattern changes were not observed after rmCD inactivation (p �
0.47, df � 22; Fig. 8d).

VP inactivation also totally abolished the relationship
among error rates, reward size, and satiation; the error rate

was not explained by the model used in the control condition
(R 2 � 0.0; cf. Fig. 1d). Although the lever grip time was ex-
tended in the latter half of a session in the control session, it
was insensitive to satiation after VP inactivation, resulting in a
significant interaction (satiation � treatment) by two-way
ANOVA ( p � 0.025, F(1,36) � 5.5; Fig. 8e). VP inactivation did
not affect the satiation effect on RT (two-way ANOVA, inter-
action, p � 0.52, F(1,36) � 0.43; main effect of satiation, p �
0.018, F(1,36) � 6.1). Together, these results suggest that inac-
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tivation of VP disrupted normal goal-directed control of be-
havior including loss of reward size and satiation effects.

Discussion
In the present study, we examined the activity of VP and rmCD
neurons during goal-directed behavior controlled by both incen-
tive value (i.e., reward size) and internal drive (i.e., satiation
level). We found that reward size coding after a reward size cue
was stronger and earlier in VP neurons than in rmCD neurons.
We also found that satiation level coding was observed through-
out a trial and appeared more frequently in VP than in rmCD
neurons. In both areas, information regarding reward size and
satiation level was not systematically integrated into a single neu-
ron, but was independently signaled in the population. Inactiva-
tion of the bilateral VP disrupted normal goal-directed control of
action, suggesting a causal role of VP in signaling incentive and
drive for motivational control of goal-directed behavior.

Past studies demonstrated that neurons in VP and rmCD en-
code the incentive value of cue during performing the task offer-
ing binary outcomes (e.g., large or small reward) (Tindell et al.,
2004; Nakamura et al., 2012; Tachibana and Hikosaka, 2012; Saga
et al., 2017). Instead, the reward size task used in the present study
offered four reward sizes that enabled us to quantify the linearity
of value coding in the activity of single neurons. With this para-
digm, we found that some rmCD neurons exhibited the activity

reflecting reward size mainly during cue
periods. The activity is likely to mediate
goal-directed behavior based on expected
reward size because inactivation of this
brain area impaired the task performance
by the loss of reward size sensitivity (Nagai
et al., 2016). Our data are also consistent
with previous research proposing that the
projection from the OFC to the striatum is
the critical pathway of carrying incentive
information and performing a goal-
directed behavior (Yin et al., 2005; Gremel
and Costa, 2013; Gremel et al., 2016); we
thereby confirmed the role of rmCD for
mediating goal-directed behavior.

The present results, however, high-
light the more prominent role of VP
in signaling incentive information for
goal-directed behavior. We found that
neuronal modulation by expected value
was stronger and more frequent in VP
neurons than in rmCD neurons. The
strong signal in VP could not be ac-
counted for solely by the convergence in-
put from the rmCD for two reasons. First,
the coding latency of VP neurons was sig-
nificantly shorter than that of rmCD pro-
jection neurons (PANs). Second, if this
were the case, then response polarity
would be opposite between the two areas,
considering that the projection from
rmCD to VP is GABAergic (Haber et al.,
1990). However, a majority of the neurons
in both areas showed excitatory response
to cue. One might argue that the reward
size coding in rmCD neurons would be
non-monotonic (e.g., neurons exclusively
respond to a certain reward size), so the
coding strength of rmCD would have

been underestimated. This was not likely, however, because we
did not find such neurons when we checked the SDF of each
neuron and because we observed only a few neurons that showed
significance by one-way ANOVA but not by linear regression.
Together, our results suggest that VP signals incentive value that
does not primarily originate from rmCD. This suggestion may
also extend to the limbic striatum given the previous finding of
similar earlier incentive signaling in VP than in the nucleus ac-
cumbens in rats (Richard et al., 2016).

A remaining question is as follows: where is such rich and
rapid incentive-value information derived from? One possible
source is the basolateral amygdala (BLA), which has a reciprocal
connection to VP (Mitrovic and Napier, 1998; Root et al., 2015)
and is known to contain neurons reflecting incentive value of cue
with short latency (Paton et al., 2006; Belova et al., 2008; Jenison
et al., 2011). Recent studies demonstrated that amygdala lesion
impaired reward-based learning more severely than VS lesion in
monkeys (Averbeck et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2016), supporting
the contribution of BLA-VP projection in incentive-value pro-
cessing. Another candidate is the projection from the subtha-
lamic nucleus (STN). VP has a reciprocal connection with the
medial STN that receives projections from limbic cortical areas
(Haynes and Haber, 2013), composing the limbic cortico-
subthalamo-pallidal “hyperdirect” pathway (Nambu et al.,
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2002). It has been shown that STN neu-
rons respond to cues predicting rewards
in monkeys (Matsumura et al., 1992; Dar-
baky et al., 2005; Espinosa-Parrilla et al.,
2015). Future studies should identify the
source of the incentive value information
in terms of the latency, strength, and lin-
earity of the coding.

In addition to reward size coding, VP
neurons also encoded the internal drive
(satiation level) of monkeys, although
there could have been other confounding
factors (e.g., time elapsed, fatigue, etc.).
This satiation level coding was prominent
even in the ITI phase, suggesting that this
is indeed a reflection of motivational state
rather than task structure per se. A similar
type of state coding has been reported in
agouti-related peptide (AgRP)-producing
neurons in the arcuate nucleus of the hy-
pothalamus (ARH); hunger/satiety state
modulates the firing rate of ARH-AgRP
neurons (Chen et al., 2015), which regu-
lates feeding behavior together with the
lateral hypothalamus (Burton et al., 1976;
Petrovich, 2018). Given that VP receives
direct input from the hypothalamus
(Castro et al., 2015; Root et al., 2015),
the satiation coding in VP might reflect
the state-dependent activity originating
from the hypothalamus. Although the
current results indicate that neither incen-
tive value nor internal drive is systemati-
cally integrated at the single-neuron level,
VP may play a pivotal role in representing
the two factors, which may be integrated
in downstream structures such as the mediodorsal (MD) thala-
mus (Haber and Knutson, 2010), one of the brain regions respon-
sible for “reinforcer devaluation”; that is, appropriate action
selection according to the satiation of specific needs (Mitchell et
al., 2007; Izquierdo and Murray, 2010), so motivational value
could be formulated in this area.

By definition, motivational value refers to the value that is
directly linked to goal-directed action. A similar value system, the
subjective value that is inferred from choice behavior, also refers
to the subject’s internal state (Bernoulli, 1954; Stephens and
Krebs, 1986). A crucial role for subject-centered decision has
been demonstrated in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC), where neural activity encodes subjective value (de
Araujo et al., 2003; Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Bouret and Rich-
mond, 2010; O’Doherty, 2011). Because vmPFC is one of the
projection targets from MD (Goldman-Rakic and Porrino, 1985;
McFarland and Haber, 2002), its value coding could be indirectly
modulated by signal originating from VP. Therefore, the current
results may provide a subcortical mechanism of value coding that
contributes to value-based decision making as well as goal-
directed control of action.

The causal contribution of value coding in VP was examined
by an inactivation study. We found that bilateral inactivation of
VP increased premature errors regardless of incentive conditions.
VP inactivation had little effect on the general sensory-motor
process, motivation, or arousal because the inactivation did not
change RT or decrease the number of trials performed. VP inac-

tivation attenuated the satiation effect on lever grip time, which is
considered to reflect the motivational state (Kobayashi et al.,
2002). Failure of model fitting after VP inactivation also suggests
impairment of motivational control based on incentive and
drive. The present results, together with a previous study, support
the view that the value coding of VP contributes to the motiva-
tional control of goal-directed behavior (Tachibana and Hikosaka,
2012). Another mechanism is also possible: that suppressing gen-
eral high neuronal activity in VP (cf. Fig. 3) would promote a
premature response. Inactivation of VP would activate its effer-
ent target neurons including dopamine neurons by a disinhibi-
tion mechanism and thereby abnormally invigorate current
actions (Niv et al., 2007; Tachibana and Hikosaka, 2012). How-
ever, the situation is not so simple because injection of the
GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline into bilateral VP also in-
creased premature responses in monkeys (Saga et al., 2017).
Therefore, disruption of value coding in VP may be the funda-
mental mechanism underlying the observed abnormal behavior.
The loss of information regarding motivational value could pro-
mote a shift from goal-directed to habitual control of action
(Dickinson, 1985; Dickinson and Balleine, 1994), which is impli-
cated in the hallmark of addictive disorders (Everitt and Robbins,
2005; Ersche et al., 2016). Our results therefore emphasize the
importance of future investigations into the exact neuronal
mechanisms of motivational value formulation and control of
actions in both the normal and abnormal state.
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Figure 8. Behavioral change due to inactivation of VP and rmCD. a, Error rate in control (black) and rmCD inactivation (green)
sessions for monkey RO (left) and monkey RI (right). Digits in panels indicate number of sessions. b, Injection sites in VP. Top,
Representative CT/MR fusion image for confirmation of injection sites in monkey BI. Bottom two panels, Location of injection
indicated by magenta dots. c, Error rate in control (black) and VP inactivation (magenta) sessions for monkeys BI (left) and RI
(right), respectively. d, Change of early error rate (left) and length of repetitive errors (right) by rmCD inactivation (green) and VP
inactivation (magenta). Asterisks indicate significant differences from control session (*p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, rank-sum test).
e, Lever grip time in the first and latter half of control session (black) and of VP inactivation session (magenta) (mean � SEM).
Asterisks indicate significant differences by post hoc Tukey’s test (*p � 0.05).
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In conclusion, our data highlight the critical contribution of
VP in goal-directed action. VP neurons independently encode
information regarding incentive and drive that are essential for
motivational control of goal-directed behavior. Therefore, VP
may gain access to motor-related processes and adjust the moti-
vation of action based on the expected reward value in accor-
dance with the current needs.
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